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by Stephanie Greenall

What’s up with Wearables?
Here Are the Hottest Wearable Tech Trends for 2017

I

t seems like only yesterday that
wearable devices exploded onto
the scene and sent us all into a
step-count panic. The wearables industry has since cooled and spent
time learning from its mistakes by
focusing on developing products that
consumers might actually purchase.
With over 250 wearable exhibitors
earlier this year at the International
Consumer Electronics Show (CES)
the floor proved that wearable tech
isn’t dead—as some may claim—but
very much alive and kicking!

VIRTUAL REALITY: CUTTING
THE CORD

It can be entertaining to watch a
family member experience virtual
reality for the first time. However, this
delight can quickly turn to terror for
8 NOVO

the device owner when the immersed
family member is spooked by a shark,
panics, and practically yanks out the
tether connecting the headset to
the system. The wired connection is
a necessary evil when it comes to
capturing seamless movement from
the physical world and transferring
it to the virtual experience. This
year companies are tackling the
troublesome tether. KwikVR and
TPCast are among the saviors who are
unleashing the HTC Vive VR headset.
Both companies have managed to
physically unlink the headset from
the computer—which you will still
need to power the system—and allow
for more exaggerated movements.
While KwikVR’s gadget clips to your
belt, TPCast attaches directly to the
top of the headset. Both weigh less
www.novo.press
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than one pound and promise not to
compromise performance. There’s no
word when KwikVR will launch their
gear, but TPCast is expected to arrive
in the second quarter of 2017 ($249
US).
VIRTUAL REALITY: BRINGING IN
THE BODY

Seeing is often believing when
it comes to VR, but without the
ability to interact with your virtual
environments the user is missing out
on the complete experience. Many
companies are focused this year on
how to make VR even more immersive.
Cerevo recently debuted Taclim, a set
of interactive shoes that allow the
user to experience instant haptic
feedback. Each shoe features three
tactile devices that help to generate
a sense of stepping on the ground or
kicking an object in a virtual space.
Taclim may only be in its prototype
phase but it’s a step in the right
direction for engaging our bodies in a
virtual world.
With the latest HTC Vive accessory,
called the HTC Vive Tracker, users will
be able to bring real world objects
along for the ride. The Vive Tracker is
a disc-shaped device that features a
data port on the bottom. The port can
be used to add just about anything
into the experience. This means that
you will be able to hold an object that
feels like the virtual version set before
you. Weighing in at 85 grams, the
device will use the infrared signals
emitted from the base stations to
calculate its position in the room.
www.novo.press

Developers have already begun to
get their hands on the device and
have started building third-party
accessories. From baseball bats
to fire hoses, the tracker will allow
users to feel truly immersed in their
environment.
SMART GLASSES

Unlike James Bonds’ x-ray glasses
from The World is Not Enough, today’s
smart glasses offer a little bit more
than a glimpse beneath a frock.
Leading the charge in the smart
glasses’ game is Osterhout Design
Group (ODG). Earlier this year the
company launched two new devices;
the R-8 ($1,000 US) and R-9 ($1,800
US) augmented reality glasses.
Similar to Microsoft’s HoloLens the
glasses have six-degree-of-freedom
tracking, which means the device can
tell when the user is moving through
space, and not just turning their head.
Targeted at the consumer market the
R-8 harnesses the power of mobile
virtual computing. Weighing just over

four ounces the glasses offer high
definition resolution in a 40 degree
field-of-view (FOV).
Both devices are powered by the
new Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 chip
and run on Android. From watching
movies to answering emails, users
will be able to access and interact
with information in a whole new way.
Resembling a chunky pair of
Oakley’s, the Vuzix Blade 3000 Smart
Sunglasses ($1,000 US) feature a
right lens with a display projected
onto it. From emails to directions to
a destination the user will be able
to project a variety of items on the
screen. Like SnapChat’s Spectacles,
the Blade 3000 will also feature a
camera. The device will be able to
capture photos and 1080p video and
push it straight to your social media
accounts. These smart specs are
essentially a smartphone for your
face!
HEARABLES

Providing the user with a lot more
than a gym playlist, hearables are
a new wave of audio innovation.
With the ability to rock out to your
favourite tunes, while at the same
time amplifying the ambient sounds
around you, Nuheara’s new IQbuds
($300 US) keep you in touch with your
surroundings. Users can customize
the device to their desired audio
profile, and for those who suffer from
hearing loss it’s a cheaper alternative
to a hearing aid.
If you are looking for a gadget that
screams performance, check out
BodyTrak. This “Fitbit” for the ears
measures body temperature, heart
rate, speed, distance, and cadence.
The company claims that the device’s
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proximity to the brain allows for a
more accurate reading than wristcentric devices. Currently, BodyTrak
is being trialed with professional
athletes and the company hopes to
bring the product to the consumer
market this summer.
WEARABLE WONDERS

Smart watches and fitness trackers
continue to dominate the wearable
tech space. However, there are so
many gadgets out there that bring
something completely different to the
table. This year, Sgnl Band ($149 US)
had me saying “Go-Go-Gadget” with
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their smart strap. Just like Inspector
Gadget, you can answer your phone
by lifting a finger to your ear. With
help from their Body Conduction Unit
(BCU), vibration travels through the
body and converts to sound. When
the finger is placed to the ear the
user can hear the caller. If you thought
Bluetooth earpieces made people look
crazy, wait till you see people walking
around with their fingers in their ears.
From fake phone calls to opening
your garage door, the Nex Band ($80
US) is the hackable device that
you’ll want to add to your wearable
collection. With five programmable

buttons—called Mods— the band
can quickly be customized and
changed to suit the user’s needs.
Communicating through vibrations
and light patterns the device is aimed
at Millennials and Gen Z consumers.
In addition to the IFTTT integration,
the band also tracks steps, calories,
and distance.
Wearable technology won’t be going
anywhere anytime soon. The industry
may be young but it’s evolving quickly.
There is so much more to come from
the wonderful world of wearables.

www.novo.press

Techtales

by Laura William

Wearables, “Wareables”, Growables
wables — and of course, Robots!
World’s First Hackable
Smart Band — Nex Evolution
n
Want creative control over your wearable’s functionality but don’t want to
learn to code? Hack your world with the
Nex Evolution by Montreal’s Mighty Cast.
Sporting five touch sensitive “Mods”, you
can easily set this sleek little band to access your smartphone camera, interrupt a bad date with an “urgent” phone
call, control your music, IoT devices, find friends that are
close by — all with light patterns, sounds and vibrations
personal to you. Whatever you need. Anytime, all the time.
No coding required. www.thenexband.com

Smartware For Your Kitchen —
the Nise Wave

Unleash Your Inner [Urban] Farmer —
Just Vertical

Coming this May on Kickstarter — the Nise Wave’s
“sous-vide” system. At only 11 inches tall, this
waterproof device rotates and precisely heats
water so you can cook gourmet steaks, chicken,
vegetables — even crème brulee — to perfection
with less than a minute in set up. Decide when you
want your food ready, set it and forget about it. The
Nise Wave app comes with hundreds of recipes to
get you started. www.nise.tech

This hydroponic fruit and vegetable system has been
getting a lot of buzz. Just Vertical can produce over 10
pounds of fresh fruit and vegetables a month in less than
6 square feet. Powered by proprietary ZipGrow technology, the system is easy to use, looks great and lets you
grow what you want at home or work without worrying
whether you’ve got the right “sun” or not! Just Vertical
launches on Kickstarter in May. www.justvertical.com

Crazy Amounts of Fun — Little Robot
And if you DO want to learn code, Little Robot Friends is a fantastic way to go. Packed with sensors, you’ll have a ball
teaching your robot to sing, do tricks, even turn it into an IoT device. Program it to respond to weather notifications ,
in-coming mail, twitter mentions or anything else you can dream up using IFTT. Tap it, tickle it, blow it a kiss or give it
a hug — you’ll hardly notice how much you’re learning. www.littlerobotfriends.com

Got a novel consumer tech gizmo or gadget you’re launching? Drop us a line at news@novo.press!
12 NOVO
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FutureWorld
The rise of robots, artificial intelligence
and smart machines

by Angus MacPherson, Founder, RIIFT
Angelica cooking with NAO - credit: Irwin Wong

O

ur sci-fi dreams are becoming a reality. There are “Eyeborgs” in the street.
People whisper secrets to Siri and Cortana,
the baby-AIs living in their pocket computers. Humanoid robots chat with shoppers in
downtown Tokyo departments stores. Cars
are starting to drive themselves. These are
not visions of the future. This is now. And
there is more coming.

anyway? What can they do? What should
they do?
These are questions of design – of
application, interaction and how the
systems will work. Large communities of
hackers, researchers, engineers and artists
are exploring these questions and in June
they’re coming to Toronto for FutureWorld to
talk about their progress.

FutureWorld: Canada’s public festival of our
AI-powered future
We are in the midst of the robot revolution.
AI and robotics are transforming our gadgets
into smart machines that are changing how
we work, how we relate to one another,
how we build our cities. Despite the huge
potential, there are lots of basic questions.
What are robots, AI, and smart machines

Jonathan Tippett’s spectacular 16’ running
robot, Prosthesis
Among them: Jonathan Tippett, an artist/
engineer who spent a decade on a quixotic
quest to build a giant racing mech. The result
is Prosthesis, a massive 16’ tall running
robot. For most of that decade, it was an
unfinished art project – a crazy/wonderful
exploration of how we can pursue human
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excellence in a futuristic machine.
But over the last year the world has finally
caught up with him. Now he has partners
and real funding. His first order of business
is to complete the first two mechs for
testing before expanding the Prosthesis
project into a full scale mech racing league.
His vision for the racing league is firmly in
the “people-first” camp. He’s got a lot to
say about “the ultimate union of pilot and
machine, pushing the limits of technology
and human performance”.
Angelica Lim and the rise of social robots
At the other end of the robot interaction
spectrum are the social robots. They are
the humanoid machines that come closest
to the classic vision of a robot as a metal
friend. Using faces, quirky movements, and
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Prosthesis at King of the Hammer, 2017 - credit: Jonathan Tippett
other humanlike features, designers infuse
them with what appear to be personalities
– and elicit surprisingly emotional reactions.
Engineer Angelica Lim builds the software
behind those emotional interaction systems
for SoftBank’s Pepper and NAO robots.
Stunningly nuanced work, it requires deep
technical expertise and subtle understanding
of the boundaries between machine
intelligence and human psychology. These
efforts are establishing new techniques
and approaches for interacting with social
robots. And soon it will transform how we
relate to machines. She’ll make us think.
Rob Spence: provocative questions about
human-machine relationships
Perhaps the most surprising story of the
human-machine relationship comes from
documentary filmmaker Rob Spence. After
losing his right eye at age nine, he built a
prosthetic eye camera to fit into the socket.
Now, he calls himself an Eyeborg, a human
with a camera eye.
Rob discovered his camera eye transformed
the relationship to his documentary subjects
in subtle ways. By embedding the camera
in his body, he removed a barrier between
himself and the interviewee, making a
potentially stilted and uncomfortable
experience more natural and effortless.
Counterintuitively, by making himself a tiny
bit more machine-like, his relationships
became more human. Be prepared: he’ll take
us into provocative terrain.
18 NOVO

FutureWorld will also be
welcoming Helen Grenier, cofounder of iRobot and CTO at
CyPhy Works; Ignacio Galiana, an
engineer building soft exosuits
Ignacio Galiana wearing a soft exosuit- credit: Wyss
at the Wyss Institute, and a
Institute at Harvard University
surprise guest from Kindred, a
startup building machines with
machines are coming. Let’s figure them out
human-like intelligence.
together.
FutureWorld will dig deep into these
FutureWorld runs June 10th, 2017, 12pmconversations about design thinking for 7pm at OCAD University, 100 McCaul St.,
robots, AI and the smart machines they Toronto, ON M5T 1W1. Tickets start at $59.
animate.
NOVO readers can save 10% off tickets by
Exciting stuff. Robots, AI, and smart using discount code NOVO.
Portrait of Rob Spence,
Eyeborg - credit: Kathy
Ann Lim
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Beginner’s Guide to Building a HiFi System

by David Mitchell
Pictured above: Audiovector SR 3 Loudspeakers

S

etting up a quality two channel audio
system for a beginner is an exciting prospect. There are many different options and
directions a budding audiophile can choose
to follow. It can be a very rewarding experience, and something that can be enjoyed for
a lifetime. This guide will offer the newcomer
to the audio hobby some food for thought
and present a myriad of choices that are
available. It should also prove useful to the
seasoned audiophile.

end, the most important thing is, how does
it sound to you? Conversely, more money
does not necessarily equate to better sound.
I have spent a lot of money to realize you
don’t need to spend a lot of money.
IDENTIFY YOUR PRIORITIES

A good friend of mine, who sold audio gear for
over twenty years once offered me a piece
of advice that has always stuck with me:
Identify your audio priorities before buying.
There are certain adjectives that come to
BUDGET
mind with HiFi. “Bright”, “warm”, “laid-back”.
Set a budget, but be prepared to go over There are also attributes that can be used
it. Setting a budget will provide a general to describe how a system sounds. Words
idea of what class of gear you should be such as “soundstage”, “image”, “deep bass”,
looking at. Of course, when looking online “glorious midrange”, etc. No system is going
or visiting your local dealer, it’s very easy to to deliver every adjective and attribute
start lusting over the really high end stuff perfectly. Decide which of these matter to
and justify spending more money. This may you most and design your system around
not be a bad thing. If you outlay more cash that. For example, some listeners value
in the beginning, it can help mitigate the resolution and precision over all else, but
disappointment factor in the future, as well this results in a bright, eventually fatiguing
as the compulsive desire to upgrade that listen for some. Other listeners prefer a
afflicts almost all audiophiles. Buying quality more rolled off, less precise sound that can
also helps ensure, but does not guarantee, provide many hours of listening. Different
that your investment will not malfunction or genres of music naturally lend themselves
come to an early or untimely demise. In the to certain priorities. For those into “heavier”
www.novo.press

music such as Iron Maiden, Black Sabbath
or Metallica, a wall of sound approach is
usually preferred. A system that can throw a
huge soundstage would be ideal for this type
of music. For those who prefer lighter fare,
such as Jazz, different priorities come into
play. For example, a Jazz aficionado may
prefer a system that emphasizes the midrange. This could explain why a lot of Jazz
systems feature low wattage tube amps and
single driver, full range speakers, which are
known for their mid-range.
COMPONENT TO COST

Decide how to divide your budget between
components (speakers, amplifier, sources,
cables, power conditioner and component
stand). There is no absolute formula for this,
but the general consensus seems to be that
spending money on speakers will offer you
the biggest bang for your buck since they
have the most influence on how the system
will sound.
RESEARCH

The internet is the ultimate resource for
researching new gear, but consider it as just
a starting point. There is no replacement
NOVO 19
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for actually hearing a piece of gear for
yourself. But as a starting point, internet
forums are a good place to ask for advice.
It’s a good idea to take advantage of the
knowledge and experience of seasoned
audiophiles. Reviews are also a very good
resource, such as the ones found here in
NOVO magazine. Be wary of products that
have no reviews. The lack of reviews could
be simply because the product is obscure
or too new and no publication has reviewed
it yet, or it could indicate something more
problematic. Generally reviewers don’t write
about products that don’t perform well.
RELATIONSHIP WITH A DEALER

These days it very easy to do all of your
research and subsequent purchases online
but you will lose out on the advantages
of having a good relationship with a local
dealer. This is advantageous to you four-fold.
First of all, once you have a established a
relationship with a dealer, they generally
won’t mind taking time to let you audition
gear in-store that you are interested in (with
your own music!). Secondly, a good dealer
will allow you to borrow gear to take home
and try in your own environment. Third, you
gain the vast experience and knowledge that
your dealer has of their product line. Fourth,
and perhaps most advantageous, is that
once you establish a good relationship (i.e.
spend enough money at their store), you will
generally be given preferred pricing on future
purchases.
NEW OR USED?

There are advantages to both. Buying used
allows you to purchase gear that may
normally be beyond your reach budgetwise, but if something goes wrong with the

component, you are generally out of luck.
A risk is that sometimes people decide to
sell a piece of gear once they experience
problems with it. If you do decide to buy
used, there are certain components that are
less risky to buy. Amplifiers and digital to
analog converters are pretty safe bets, but
anything mechanical such as speakers and
CD players are a riskier proposition, due to
moving parts wearing out. There are several
online communities that focus on buying and
selling used audio gear, that makes buying
and selling a less risky proposition. Buying
new gives you the peace of mind that a
warranty buys, and also affords you the
opportunity to establish a relationship with
a dealer, as mentioned above.
DEDICATED MUSIC ROOM

Understandably, this is not always possible,
but if you have a room in your house (spare
bedroom, office, basement) where the
sole function of the room is listening to
music, you are at an immediate advantage.
This allows you the freedom to move
your speakers around and find the ideal
position for them, where they sound best.
It also allows for room treatments, such
as absorption panels and diffusers, which
can make a dramatic improvement on the
sound of your HiFi system. There are actually
various recommended dimensions for a
music room. If you google “listening room
optimal dimensions”, you will find a wealth
of information. One recommendation I like
is the following formula: room width = 1.14
x height, room length = 1.39 x height. It is
important to avoid “multiples”, that being
the length being a multiple of the width. An
example of this would be a 12’ x 22’ room,
but the most important thing is to avoid a

perfectly square room. If a dedicated room
is not an option, the good news is that there
is huge selection of gear available that has
a high “WAF” (wife acceptance factor), that
is acceptable for a shared space, and still
sounds great. Sometimes in life compromise
is the key.
QUALITY OF MUSIC SOURCE

CDs are still a viable option for many people,
but more and more these days, listeners
are moving to the convenience of computer
based systems. If you decide to go the
computer based route, ensure that your
source files are lossless (an identical copy of
the original music file). It makes little sense
to spend money on a highly resolving HiFi
system, only to feed it compressed, lossy
source files such as MP3s. MP3 is a relic
from a different era, when computer storage
was expensive and bandwidth was an issue.
These days storage is extremely cheap, and
most people have broadband connections at
home. Lossless formats such as FLAC and
WAV files are the way to go. Another option
that is becoming increasingly popular are
the various streaming services such as Tidal,
which offer lossless, CD quality streaming.
Paradoxically, vinyl is making a significant
resurgence, and many audio enthusiasts
swear by the perceived superior sound
quality of vinyl. If you have a large record
collection from your youth, this may be a
good option.
SPEAKER CHOICE

Floorstanding or bookshelf? Floorstanding
speakers will have deeper bass and
greater scale than bookshelf speakers. The
advantage of bookshelf speakers is that
many listeners generally feel that the bass,

Pictured here: Music Hall mmf-7.3 Turntable
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Pictured here: Yamaha A-S2100 Integrated Amplifier and CD-S2100 CD Player
while not as deep, is more accurate and
less boomy. Bookshelf speakers are also
generally better suited to smaller rooms
since the bass can be overwhelming with a
floorstander. Bookshelf speakers also tend
to image better than floorstanding speakers,
meaning they disappear in the room, due
to their smaller dimensions. As far as cost
is concerned, first, you have to make sure
you are not comparing apples to oranges.
Floorstanding speakers of the same product
line will always be more expensive than their
bookshelf counterparts. If not comparing
speakers from the same product line, the
quality of the speakers can vary wildly, the
result being that small bookshelf speakers
of superior quality will be more expensive
than floorstanding speakers from a different
product line or manufacturer. Floorstanding
speakers generally (although not always)
tend to have a larger footprint than bookshelf
speakers, and their associated speaker
stands, making them unsuitable for smaller
rooms. The major disadvantages of bookshelf
speakers is the lack of deep bass as well as
the need for quality speaker stands, which
will obviously add to the overall cost of the
speakers. A solution for the lack of bass
with bookshelf speakers that is becoming
increasingly popular is running them with
one or more subwoofers to fill in the lowest
octaves of bass. As a side-note, if you do opt
for bookshelf speakers, please don’t place
them on a bookshelf, despite their name.
All speakers perform better when they have
room to breathe and are positioned away
from surfaces such as walls and shelves.
There is an excellent article on www.novo.
press entitled “Bookshelf or Floorstanding
Speakers: Which Should You Choose?” that
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goes into further detail on this topic (you
can find it in the Buyer Guides / Audio
Components section).

SOLID STATE OR VACUUM TUBES?

Before the introduction of transistors to
the consumer market in the 1950’s, audio
CHOICE OF COMPONENTS
amplification was done with vacuum tube
Separate components or an integrated circuits. Transistors, also known as solid
amplifier? Like many things in audio, there state, became increasingly popular due
are advantages and disadvantages to both. to smaller size, lighter weight, lower heat
Separate components usually means having production and increased reliability. However,
a dedicated preamplifier and a separate to this day, vacuum tube designs remain
power amplifier. The preamplifier is used for incredibly popular among audiophiles. There
controlling volume as well as switching input is still the argument that tube amplifiers
sources (CD, digital, phono, etc.), while the “sound better”. This is in part in the difference
amplifier simply amplifies the audio signal. of how amplifiers distort audio signals. All
The major advantage of this approach is that amplifiers have distortion to some degree
it physically separates the preamplifier and (although modern amplifier designs have
power amp sections in different chassis, vanishingly low distortion levels), but tube
eliminating noise and interference between amplifiers are said to distort in such a way
the two. This also allows each component that is more pleasing to the ear than how
to have its own power supply. Many a solid state design distorts. For those just
audio enthusiasts believe this results in starting out in audio, solid state is usually
superior sound quality. Another advantage the way to go. Tube amplifiers are seen
of this approach is that it creates a highly as more difficult to maintain that solid
modular system where either the preamp state amplifiers, which basically require
or power amp can be upgraded as funds zero maintenance. Other disadvantages to
allow. The obvious disadvantages are the vacuum tube amplifiers are that tubes can
increased cost of having to purchase two be expensive to replace, they run hot, and
components and good quality cables used are less energy efficient than solid state
to connect them. Of course using separates designs.
also requires more physical space. Using
an integrated amplifier addresses both of CONCLUSION
these disadvantages, since it contains a Setting up a quality two channel HiFi
preamplifier and power amplifier in one system need not be complicated, or even
chassis. They are generally cheaper than prohibitively expensive. This guide is by no
purchasing separate components and don’t means comprehensive. But hopefully it will
require extra interconnect cables. Many provide some ideas that will help you put
modern integrated amps come outfitted with together a system that sounds great and
high quality DACs and sound just as good, if brings you many hours of listening pleasure
not better, than separate components.
and satisfaction.
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Why Virtual Reality is the Travel Industry’s
New Best Friend
VR Travel: The Wild West of
Experimentation and Creativity

by Aaron Binder

I

t was only in the 1990’s when travel truly
started to become a possible endeavour for
North America’s growing middle class. New
airline routes, discount travel, less children
and great (mostly) worldwide economic
growth increased traveler numbers from just
under 700 million in 1996 to over 1.2 billion
in 2014.
Prague for lunch and Auckland for dinner
may currently only be available to the
jetset crowd but the advent of highquality VR products is beginning to change
all that. Even the lowest visual quality
platform, Google Cardboard, offers a true VR
experience, far above and beyond the hokey
90’s graphics of a Virtual Boy or even an
$80,000 flight simulator. For the first time,
VR is truly democratized and available to
the majority of smartphone owners, opening
up a completely new method of travel for
businesses and consumers.

WHERE IT ALL STARTED

There was a niche prank that started on
Google Maps as Street View rolled out in
2007. Attentive internet sleuths started
mapping the route of the Google Maps
cars driving through their communities and
performed stunts, fake murders and multiframe photo series that can be followed by
simply moving forward along a street. What
this small group of dedicated pranksters
may not have realized at the time is that
this would become the first real step in
www.novo.press

virtual tourism.
Finding these “Easter eggs” in real-life
locations led to an almost obsessive hunt
in some online communities and in doing
so these people started discovering new
parts of the globe that otherwise they may
have never been exposed to. Fast-forward
a decade and Google Maps has become an
invaluable part of pre-travel planning and
even supplanted travel for others that cannot
afford it. 360 photospheres can easily be
uploaded to Google Maps and viewed by
anyone virtually traveling to a location in
Google Maps for an almost-there experience.
The little yellow Street View man
(commonly known as Pegman) has been an
incredible addition to the web and allowed
anyone with access to even basic internet
the capability to travel to remote places on
the globe. Imagine seeing the neighbourhood
you grew up in just outside of Belgrade for
the first time in 70 years and the changes it
experienced since you fled World War 2. This
is the power of basic VR Travel - it sparks
the human imagination, fires up memories
long forgotten, connects people to home in
ways that can be clinically therapeutic and
wholesome.
RAPIDLY GROWING TRAVEL INDUSTRY

The future is wide open for VR, with new
products being added to the marketplace
on a regular basis, yet VR and especially VR
Travel is still in many ways a wild west of

experimentation and creativity. Companies
like Marriott and Lufthansa have created
clever destination marketing experiences
but there is an unfortunate deficit of content.
This opens the door for small developers but
leaves consumers with much to be desired
as of early 2017.
VR is still a confusing world for consumers
to enter because of the large number of VR
devices available, which include the Google
Cardboard, Google Daydream, Samsung
Gear, Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and PlayStation
VR. Each of these devices is based on a
different platform and the average person
finds it daunting to decide which VR device
might be best for them. Mid-range Samsung
Gear and Google Daydream products require
beefy mobile phones plus $100 VR headsets,
meaning a minimum investment of at least
$700. A complete PlayStation 4 VR system
costs around the same. HTC Vive and Oculus
Rift both require a high-end PC to run, which
will set you back around $1,500 (plus the
cost of the VR headset). For what many still
consider a novelty, that’s a lot of cash.
The easiest entry point is Google Cardboard
but its low technical requirements mean the
apps being released on this platform are
often unpolished and unimpressive. Many of
these apps are
passive experiences, meaning that the
viewer can only watch an experience, without
any interaction. These experiences don’t feel
very real because of low resolution graphics
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and poor eye-tracking. Even within these
limitations there are some quickly growing
products through pioneering companies
like VR Gorilla and YouVisit who both have
a plethora of experiences available that
are great introductions to using virtual
technology in everyday settings.
This pricing barrier means that more traveloriented companies will begin to launch
arcade style experience centres or, as has
already happened, in room experiences
for hotels. Where before, visitors to new
destinations may have needed to do hours
upon hours of research, now they can simply
pop on a Samsung Gear and visit the local
area before venturing out.
THE FUTURE OF TRAVEL

Traveling the world today has become
possible with as little sophistication as
Google Maps or a fully immersive experience
such as climbing Mount Everest in VR. As
video-capturing technology brings us into
higher resolutions, the images presented
in VR will only become more realistic. It
isn’t the whole experience though. While
the view may be stunning, it’s obviously
not like climbing a mountain or diving in the
Great Barrier Reef in real life, but it is safe,
accessible and an experience that most
people will never get to take in their lives.
The current generation of VR experiences
is still in its infancy but with megalithic
champions like Microsoft and Google
investing huge amounts of money into
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developing these divisions, the future is
approaching quickly. Much sooner than
most people expect, the Hololens (which,
for the record, is actually an example
of Mixed Reality) will allow cross-globe
projection of grandparents into living
rooms for Christmases, birthdays and
other celebrations they may physically have
trouble traveling to.
That’s the real future of VR Travel, offering
humans the ability to interact with family
that may be a continent away or simply
travel to a destination that would otherwise
be inaccessible – it will connect people and
places the way that National Geographic did
before the rise of television. The first wave
of developers has begun to weave this fabric
together and the technical limitations of the
technology are advancing fast. In uncertain
political times globally, this technology may
end up becoming a key element in gluing the
fabric of humanity together deeper than ever
before.
Also sooner than you might think, even
more immersive experiences will be coming
to our living rooms thanks to innovative VR
accessories. Imagine being able to feel the
texture of a silk drape and smell the spices
from a vendor in a Morrocan marketplace, all
from the comfort of your couch. These types
of experiences are just around the corner.
WHERE TO NEXT

Travel is becoming an increasing value
indicator to North Americans. Considering

that a record 42% of US citizens now hold
passports, about 60% of Canadians hold
passports, and Mexico continues to trend
upward as well, North Americans as a whole
are becoming world travelers. The massive
number of low-income, eco-conscious and
people unable to travel for various health
reasons, that want to travel will continue
to grow as Baby Boomers age. This will
open massive opportunities for travel
businesses and consumers to create and
enjoy experiences that may physically be
impossible otherwise.
Even with low travel prices there are still
many people across the globe that simply
can’t afford to travel, physically cannot or
prefer not to for health or ecological reasons.
Virtual reality is beginning to change the
way hotels, airlines and other travel industry
businesses approach their customers and
VR is becoming a travel medium itself. Travel
research has also become a massively fun
activity in itself for early-adopters that have
purchased any of the current VR platforms.
Whether it’s as simple as taking aged
grandparents to their hometown for an
hour of exploration in Google Maps or as
immersive as a full-scale shipwreck dive, VR
is the next great evolution of travel. Prague
and Auckland may be unavailable for the
majority of people for a variety of reasons
but within the next 5 years these two cities
along with countless other destinations will
become wide open as destinations for the
first generation of virtual travelers.
www.novo.press

Today’s Dichotomy of Technology
I
’m a music junkie. Admittedly I get my fix in
several ways, which I require several times
a day. I play guitar in a rock band. I listen,
via my Naim HiFi system, my computer, my
phone, my car, & if left in a pinch, my memory via cognitive playback. The one common
denominator they all have, save for my cognitive playback, is it all requires gear to play,
listen, store, beam, serve, spin, wear and
pop into your ear canal. Like many others, I
love my gear, but I’ve been noticing an interesting trend lately.
Last week, I took my Fender Stratocaster,
initially designed & produced in 1954, with
very little subsequent change, and plugged
it into a Fender Princeton Reverb all-tube
guitar amp. However, I used a new piece
of technology from Shure to wirelessly
beam the guitar’s signal to the tube amp.
Tube technology dates back to 1904! In
fact, using the word “tube” & “technology”
together sounds ironic and dichotomous to
me. These days, good tube amps don’t come
cheap, while the much younger tech of amps
with solid-state transistors are almost
a dime a dozen. There’s a big difference
playing through a tube amp, despite the
added cost and constant hassle of fragile
and over-sensitive tubes. They easily break,
or malfunction just by looking at them
wrongly. The sound however is really, that
much better. So there I was, playing an
instrument designed in 1954, utilizing 2016
technology to wirelessly beam my signal to
an amp powered with technology from 1904.
To me, this was remarkable. But it doesn’t
stop there.
I’m always looking to upgrade my main
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HiFi, but I already own great gear by Naim,
a power amp, preamp, power supply and CD
player. Those specific components don’t
require any upgrade, as yet. So, the new
gear that is currently most interesting to
me is; a network streamer & new turntable,
respectively 2010ish tech and 1930ish
tech. There it was again, the dichotomy of
today’s technology. But it’s not just me. A
large chunk of the artists I listen to seem
to be putting out actual vinyl these days. In
fact, all you have to do is watch late night TV.
When Jimmy Fallon introduces his musical
guest of the night, 9 out of 10 times he’s
holding up a great big vinyl copy of the
artists’ latest offering.
Several months back, I wandered into
one of the last few remaining HMV stores
in Toronto. As I walked in, I noticed a big
banner reading “We Now Carry Vinyl”. That
pronouncement struck me as quite odd, for
you see; I worked at HMV in the mid-eighties
while at university in Montreal. In front of the
downtown Montreal HMV location I worked
at, I had personally erected a banner, which
read “Compact Discs Now In Stock”. In those
days I spent most of my pay cheque each
week purchasing the new digital versions of
music I already owned on vinyl, and any new
stuff that was coming out. HMV was making
more money from me than I was from them.
Then, vinyl had just received its notice of
death through the new emergence of elegant
1s & 0s. In one fell swoop, the black waxy
discs, now appearing overly massive and
very low-tech, where out. It made me think
that the current sign at the Toronto HMV
location should technically have read, “Once

by Kevin Rak
again, We Are Now Carrying Vinyl”!
I was having a conversation with someone
about this recently and he made a very
interesting analogy from LPs to coffee. In the
70s, when the 33/3rd LP ruled, most people
at home drank instant coffee. All you needed
was boiled water, some instant freeze-dried
coffee remnants, a mug and you were set.
Perhaps the coffee wasn’t outstanding, but
you had it. Now, most coffee snobs have
high-tech coffee machines at home that
require a multitude of steps to subsequently
enjoy a good cup-o-joe. You purchase the
beans, bring them home, pulverize them, and
with a twist of this, and a couple of buttons
of that, the big high-tech Euro machine
spits out a fantastic tasting brew. There’s
much more involvement & commitment and
your other senses, such as smell, sight and
tactile touch are more involved & engaged.
Perhaps the same can be said about vinyl,
which also involves all the aforementioned
senses, resulting in a much fuller, all around
experience. I can still recall the smell of a
new LP after I peeled off the shrink- wrap
& pulled out the inner sleeve housing the
record. Unfortunately, my modem does not
emit the same scent when I’m downloading
an album from iTunes or Tidal. However, as
a counterpoint, in my little car’s armrest, I
have over two thousand album titles ready
to go with the flick or two of a switch! Now,
I ironically have the freeze dried, instant
version of my music, good to go.
The cool part…, these days, is that we have
choice, no matter how involving, confusing,
simple, arduous or expensive it all can be.
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Unison Research
Unico 90 Integrated Amplifier and CD Due CD Player

F

ounded in 1987, Unison Research is an
Italian manufacturer of exquisitely designed hifi products. Much like Christopher
Columbus explored the waters of the world,
Unison Research has been allowing music
lovers to explore the sonic landscapes of
their favourite music for many years. Today, the company’s portfolio of products is
divided into three categories: valve (tube)
amps and preamps; the Unico series which
offers amps, preamps and digital sources;
as well as loudspeakers. I am quite familiar
with the company’s range of valve amplifiers,
having the opportunity to hear many of them
at audio shows but my hands-on experience
comes from reviewing a couple of models
in the last few years. In fact, the excellent
sounding Unison Research Sinfonia integrated tube amp has been one of the staples
of my personal hifi system for the last four
years.

DESIGN & FEATURES

In this article, I’m happy with the chance
to explore two of the latest additions to
the company’s Unico range - the Unico 90
integrated amp ($5,000 US; silver finish)
and the CD Due CD player / DAC ($4,500 US;
silver finish).
The Unico 90 is a solid-built, traditionally
www.novo.press

styled integrated amplifier. Its three-piece
front panel is constructed out of machined
aluminum, available in silver or black finishes,
and features two large dials: one for input
selection and the other for volume. Placed
between the dials are two rows of LEDs
that show the selected input. At the heart of
the Unico 90 lies a dual-mono hybrid design,
which offers valves in the input and driver
stages, and MOSFETs (transistors) in the
output stage. Combining tube and transistor
technologies is no easy feat yet if done
properly can offer incredible sonic potential.
Many hifi manufacturers have attempted
this in the past with varying degrees of
success. Backed by 30 years of engineering,
Unison Research is considered an expert in
hybrid designs. The Unico 90’s output stage
delivers 100 watts per channel into 8 ohms,
and 160 wpc into 4 ohms. The rear panel
offers a great selection of inputs, including
4 line level RCA inputs and 2 balanced
XLR inputs. There is also a bypass input
which allows the Unico 90 to be used as a
standalone amplifier or in a multi-channel
system. Two pairs of speaker binding posts
round out the back panel, which allow true
bi-wiring.
The matching Unico CD Due is a highly
versatile machine, which merges a high-

end CD transport with a top-notch digitalto-analog converter (DAC) to enhance the
playback from digital sources like your home
network, laptop or multi-room system like
Sonos. The DAC relies on the high-end ESS
Sabre ES9018K2M chip. The CD Due will
happily play just about any audio format
available, including PCM signals up to
32-bit/384kHz and DSD256. Thanks to its
built-in Bluetooth aptX, it’ll also wirelessly
stream CD-quality music from your phone,
tablet or laptop. As with the Unico 90 amp,
the CD Due combines a hybrid value / solidstate design (with valves in the output
stage) to serve up the very best benefits of
both worlds. On the rear panel, you’ll find a
great wealth of digital inputs, including USB,
optical, coaxial and balanced XLR. Digital
outputs include balanced XLR, coaxial and
optical, while analog outputs are offered in
RCA and XLR styles.
Both the Unico 90 and the CD Due come
with what look to be identical remotes, but
a closer inspection shows a few differing
buttons. The remotes are constructed out
of wood and feature aluminium front panels.
They are among the prettiest remotes you’ll
find supplied with a hifi component (I love
the fact that you can stand them up-right)
but at the same time the supplied remote
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could benefit from a redesign. The buttons
are tiny, all of the same shape, made out
of hard plastic, not organized well and
uncomfortable to press.
Together, the Unico 90 integrated amp
and the CD Due CD player / DAC make up an
almost complete system - all you need to
add is a pair of speakers. In my case, I added
the outstanding Raidho C 1.1 loudspeakers
and wired everything up with Nordost Tyr 2
cables. I also connected my Gold Note Giglio
turntable and the Sonos system into the
Unison Research duo.
PERFORMANCE

I kicked off my listening sessions with a
glass of fine Italian wine in hand and digital
music fed by Sonos, listening to my favourite
tracks from the Sons of Anarchy soundtrack,
like “Son of a Preacher Man” and “House of
the Rising Sun”. What impressed me right
away was the musicality and energetic
nature of the Unico 90 amp. The liveliness
and smoothness of the sound managed to
suck me right into the music. There was
something “fun” about listening to this
system and I became deeply engaged by
every track on this album.

When I arrived at the “House of the Rising
Sun” track, my jaw dropped in awe of the
sense of scale and dynamics that the Unico
90 delivered. With the volume cranked, the
opening vocals on this track dug deep into
the low frequencies with a frightening might,
sending Josie, my husky mutt, running right
into her bed. An even greater scale was
presented with classical recordings such
as “Holst: The Planets” and the “TRON:
Legacy” soundtrack. The dynamics were
simply superb. This amp had headroom to
spare and no trouble whatsoever driving
the demanding Raidho C 1.1 speakers. If
you’re looking for even more power, check
out this amp’s bigger brother, the Unico
150 integrated amp. This amp also spent
a couple of weeks at my house and I loved
the massive scale and real world sonics it
produced.
The Unico 90 offers a good tonal balance,
with a deep, articulated bass performance
and musical, natural mids which make
vocals and instruments sound organic. The
high frequencies present a healthy dose of
definition, although they weren’t quite as
sparkly and textured as I’m used to from
my Jeff Rowland Continuum S2 integrated

amp. Recordings with three dimensional
soundstages offered a far reaching width
and a relative depth. With a great price
divide between the Unico 90 and the Jeff
Rowland these observations were not a
surprise. What was a surprise is just how
close the Unico 90 performance comes, to
the Jeff Rowland, in all other respects.
When I switched over to the Gold Note
Giglio turntable as the source, the music
became even more alluring. Here, the Unico
90 presented a luscious midrange, with
vocals and instruments flowing with an
organic fluidity. Leonard Cohen’s “Popular
Problems”, Radiohead “The Best of” and
The Beatles “Anthology 1 and 2” were all
presented with remarkable energy, making
them a great pleasure to enjoy. I spent
many hours listening to records, always
enjoying the rich, palpable midrange, scale
and fantastic dynamics.
More than happy with the performance of
the Unico 90 integrated amp, I turned my
attention to the Unico CD Due, which serves
a dual function - digital to analog conversion
and CD playback. Like most listeners, the
majority of music I listen to these days is
in the digital format, so a high quality DAC
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is absolutely indispensible to me. To test
the DAC inside the CD Due, I connected my
Sonos system as well as my Bryston BDP-1
digital player to its digital inputs.
With the CD Due in place, I was presented
with considerable musical details and
textures, allowing me to peer deep into
recordings. The separation between the
layers of sound on albums like City and
Colour’s “Little Hell” was superb. Recordings
that are great for evaluating soundstage
performance, such as Radiohead’s “The
Best of” and Sons of Anarchy soundtracks,
showed that the CD Due is capable of
painting a sonic landscape that stretched
well beyond the side and back walls of
my room. This resulted in a very engaging,
three dimensional presentation that pulled
me deep into the music. The width and
depth of the soundstage, and separation
between instruments and vocals matched
the performance of my reference Bryston
BDA-1 DAC. The CD Due also offered a nice,
quiet background, much like my Bryston.
While listening to “Son of a Preacher Man”
I observed that the CD Due presented
a smooth high frequency range, slightly
rolled off at the top. This was particularly

noticeable with guitars and cymbals, which
showed a little less sparkle than my Bryston
DAC. These characteristics also smoothed
out some of the harder edges of the vocals
on tracks like “House of the Rising Sun”,
which actually made this track sound a little
more pleasing. This is in fact a quality that
some listeners might prefer over a more
analytical DAC like the Bryston.
As a CD player, the CD Due also performed
outstandingly well. I spun quite a few
discs during my tests, including Lana Del
Rey’s “Ultraviolence”, Bruce Springsteen
& the E Street Band’s “Greatest Hits”, The
Rolling Stones’ “Jump Back” and Cage
the Elephant’s “Melophobia”. The CD Due
was able to extract a great level of detail
from every one of these albums. Thanks to
its high-end DAC, I heard the same sonic
characteristics as described above in the
DAC performance section.
The Unison Research Unico 90 integrated
amplifier and CD Due CD player/DAC are a
fantastically musical pair of hifi components
that make music a great joy to listen to. The
Unico 90 delivers a detailed, fluid midrange,
plenty of might and control in the low
frequencies and a massive scale. The CD

Due on the other hand extracts an excellent
level of detail from digital files and CDs and
presents a great big soundstage. Together
they entertained me with a highly engaging
listening experience with every recording
that I listened to. If only Christopher
Columbus had such fine tunes as he
embarked on his expeditions, perhaps we
would have sailed all the way to the moon.
Give these components a listen at your local
dealer and I’m sure they’ll put a big grin on
your face, as they did for me when I played
them.

Unison Research
www.unisonresearch.com
Distributed by Tri-cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
1 (800) 263-8151
Unison Research Unico 90 Integrated
Amplifier
Price: $5,000 US; silver finish
Unison Research CD Due CD Player
Price: $4,500 US; silver finish
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Hafler
PH60 Solid State Moving Coil (M/C) Phono Stage

T

here’s an old adage about self-reliance
that states: “Give a man a fish, and you’ll
feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish, and
he’ll go bankrupt on the East coast.”
Similar to commercial fishing, as a hobby,
high-end audio can cause financial hardship
and even bankruptcy. Trying to get better
sound can quickly become an addiction
that’s like a drug: it puts a hook into you
and, in very short order, every cent of your
disposable income is being spent on chasing
the sonic dragon.
Thankfully, there are still some audio
products being made which deliver great
sound at sensible prices. Hafler’s new PH60
solid state Moving Coil (M/C) phono stage is
one such product.
In 1954, David Hafler founded Dynaco with
Ed Laurent. During the next three decades,
the Dynaco brand name became synonymous
with low priced / high quality tube gear
and their Do-It-Yourself (D.I.Y.) home-build
DynaKits.
Introduced in 1959, Dynaco’s Stereo-70
[ST-70] EL-34 based vacuum tube power
amplifier is still highly regarded for its
excellent sound and low price. When
production of the ST-70 stopped, Dynaco
had sold more than 350,000 of them; which
makes it the highest selling tube amplifier
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in history.
Coil (M/C) phono pre-amp that uses a Class
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, ‘A’ output transformer-less (O.T.L.) head
David Hafler’s DH-101 pre-amplifier, amp’s circuit. It comes in one colour: matte
matching DH-200 power amp, and the 225w/ black.
ch DH-500 stereo amp were all big sellers.
The PH60 offers cartridge loading options
These tube units were praised for their of 50 Ohms, 100 Ohms, and 200 Ohms. More
exceptional value and amazing sound quality exotic cartridge loads can also be handled
by audio reviewers and enthusiasts alike. by soldering resistors into the “custom”
Sadly, Hafler died in May 2003.
positions on the circuit board. My review unit
In 2014, the Hafler brand name was bought was factory set to the 100 Ohm load level.
by Vancouver-based Radial Engineering
The front face has two buttons: one for
Limited. Radial had previously been the power; and the other for a switchable “low
Canadian importer for Hafler’s units. cut” high-pass filter that’s designed to cut
Following in Hafler’s footsteps, today Radial low frequency rumble and excessive bass
continues to offer superb sounding audio energy. The rear face offers a pair of RCA
input jacks, a pair of RCA output jacks, a
products at real world prices.
ground, and a 15 volt 400mA power supply
DESIGN & FEATURES
plug. It’s a breeze to set-up. So… how does
Radial has recently released a new line it sound?
of Hafler-branded solid state components. PERFORMANCE
With chassis dimensions of 4½” x 1¾” x 6”,
I tested the PH60 with a half-dozen different
the PH60 Moving Coil (M/C) phono amplifier
is a compact unit. Priced at $599 USD, it turntable rigs, but primarily used my heavilymodified Rega P25, RB-600 tonearm, and a
comes standard with a 3 year warranty.
Hafler also manufactures the PH50 Moving Sumiko Black Bird M/C cartridge set-up for
Magnet (M/M) phono stage and two phono listening sessions. This Rega rig seemed
step-up transformers. All of these units are an appropriate ‘table to mate with a phono
stage in this price range.
assembled entirely in Canada.
For a solid state M/C phono stage, the
Aiming to induce as little sonic “coloration”
as possible, the PH60 is an active Moving PH60 produced a surprisingly warm and
www.novo.press
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dynamic midrange.
The PH60’s high struck me like a bucket of ice cold water:
frequency extension, detail, and timbral the PH60 M/C phono stage reminded me—
accuracy were all respectable. It offered a in a strikingly tactile way—of the sound of
pleasantly musical and non-fatiguing sound. a Dynaco ST-70 I’d once owned way-backThe PH60’s lower midrange and upper bass when in the mid-1980s. That tube amp
were considerably better than MM phono created a wonderfully warm and musical
stages that are included in most integrated sound. So too does the PH60.
Dire Straits always brought an incredible
amplifiers and many entry-level standalone
phono stages. The mid-bass and low bass amount of “feel” to the way they played their
timbral accuracy was also quite good. The instruments. Most entry-level gear doesn’t
PH60 delivered good extension with a allow a listener to hear—let alone reach
natural tone and presence. Overall, my out and touch—the tactile subtlety of their
review unit produced decent PRaT, swing, music. The PH60 provided a fair insight into
and groove within the lower frequency the atmosphere and texture of their music.
registers. The PH60 was a pleasure to And this is quite an accomplishment for
listen to because it brought a strong sense an M/C phono stage positioned in the sub$1,000 dollar price bracket.
of rhythm and groove to the music.
During my weeks of testing, my strongest
The Rival Sons’ 2012 album Head Down
‘epiphany’ moment with the PH60 occurred showcases stellar sonics and epic tracks
while listening to the Dire Straits’ moody from a superb post-modern hard rock band.
album Brothers in Arms.
Any time I hear someone complain that
Released in 1985, Brothers in Arms was “There aren’t any good rock bands today,” I
firmly baptized in a dirty wash of atmospheric always recommend that they listen to Head
keyboards, sincere and painful guitar lines, Down.
and quiet—even reflective—vocals. Their
Their heavy-handed guitar, bass, and
songs tell stories of strange times, exotic drums-driven sound features the songs
places, and defiantly unique people.
“Keep On Swinging”, “Wild Animal”, “Until the
Featuring the hauntingly atmospheric Sun Comes”, “Run From Revelation”, and
tracks “So Far Away”, “Your Latest Trick”, “Manifest Destiny Pt#1 + Pt#2”.
“Ride Across the River”, “One World”, and “The
The PH60 reproduced the unstoppable
Man’s Too Strong”, quite strangely, Brothers rhythm and groove of these tracks with a
in Arms also launched the multi-platinum hit musicality and coherency that was a joy to
single “Money For Nothing”.
listen to. The PH60 made my records sound
While listening to an original 1985-era 150 like music, rather than recordings. Compared
gram British pressing of Brothers in Arms, it to solid state digital gear in this price range,
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which usually delivers horribly fatiguing
noise, this was a pleasant surprise.
A wise and perspicacious man once told
me: “Good things are seldom cheap; and
cheap things are seldom good.” With a price
of $599 US, Hafler’s PH60 is the rarest of
audiophile gems in that it not only sounds
good, but it’s also affordable.
If David Hafler was alive today, he’d be
proud to see-- and hear-- that his ‘value for
money’ philosophy is still alive and kicking
in current Hafler-branded audiophile gear. If I
was starting over and looking for a sensibly
priced solid state M/C phono stage, the
PH60 is exactly what I’d buy.
If you own a sub-$2K USD level turntable
with an M/C cartridge and are using the
phono stage in a low to mid-fi integrated
amp, you should give the PH60 a serious
listen. Anyone with an entry-level outboard
phono stage priced under $500 USD should
also audition Hafler’s beautiful sounding unit.
HaÞer
(Division of Radial Engineering Ltd)
www.haƚer.com
604-942-1001
Distributed in North America by
Rutherford Audio
www.rutherfordaudio.com
HaÞer PH60 Solid State Moving Coil
Phono Stage
Price: $599 US
www.novo.press
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Mundorf
MA30 Custom Made Speaker Kit SilverGold Series

M

undorf and Accuton are two revered
audio product companies, both having
their start in Cologne, Germany in 1985. In
2015, to celebrate their 30th anniversaries,
the two companies collaborated on a new
speaker kit – the Mundorf MA30 Custom
Made Speaker Kit. If that wasn’t enough,
they looped in another venerable German
audio product company, WBT, to provide its
latest top-rate terminal plate and posts to
this kit as an optional but recommended
add-on.
DESIGN & FEATURES

Hearing the term “kit” might make you
think Do-It-Yourself (DIY) but the MA30
Custom Made Speaker Kit, is no ordinary
DIY speaker kit. Rather than just a blueprint
and bag of parts, Mundorf and Accuton, have
put together an optimized speaker solution,
which includes pre-built crossovers,
optimally paired drivers, as well as optional
wire-kit and terminal plate / binding-post
www.novo.press

choices. Taking this further, the Canadian
distributor and U.S. dealer AuDIYo Inc.
offers the MA30 as a fully assembled and
finished speaker product – no assembly
required; while leaving the option to those
so inclined, to order the unassembled
kit. Even unassembled, given the pre-built
components, the MA30 kit demands only a
modest level of skill for assembly, requiring
only a screw driver (soldering is not required).
For this review, AuDIYo Inc. supplied me
with a fully built MA30 SilverGold (SG) Series
two-way standmount loudspeaker. This
speaker had optional Mundorf solid core OCC
wires and a Mundorf terminal plate with fiveway binding posts. The Mundorf SG Series
aims to deliver a most satisfying soundstage
along with a full palate of harmonic colors.
To ensure optimal performance, the MA30
SG is assembled in a high-quality MDF
cabinet built by an industrial cabinet maker,
according to Mundorf / Accuton’s specific
design specifications. The cabinet uses

an extended front baffle (18mm/0.71”) for
the woofer to time-align the drivers. A rear
chimney port is found on the back, satisfying
Accuton driver requirements.
Finishes
available are gloss white and gloss black.
The review sample was in gloss black and
the finish was of a high standard.
The MA30 SG speaker pairs Mundorf’s
pneumatic Air Motion Tweeter (AMT) – the
AMT19CM1.1 with Accuton’s ceramic midwoofer, the 6.25” C158-8-085, outfitted with
a titanium voicecoil former. These drivers
were chosen to maximize performance value,
without musical compromise. The Mundorf
crossover is massive, making up a good
chunk of the total weight of the speaker and
is definitely a highlight of this speaker. The
layout avoids any parallel components and
allows for bi-wiring / bi-amping hookups. It
crosses at 3450Hz, with 1st order hi-pass/
low-pass 6dB notch filters that ensure a
linear response. Mundorf has incorporated
their all-time best MCap capacitor - the
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MCap Supreme EVO SilverGold Oil in the
MA30 SG Series, which the company holds
to deliver the highest music performance,
detailed staging, color and texture ever
delivered. Specifications are simply stated
as 48 to 30,000 Hz frequency range with
high-efficiency. Looking up the drivers,
the tweeter is nominal 8: / 91dB@2.83V,
while the mid-bass is 7.8: / 89dB@2.83V.
Placement is most essential with the
MA30, more so than I’ve found with other
similar sized standmount loudspeakers.
Sitting the MA30 speakers on my Target
stands, I started listening to them in the
normal spot I have my KEF LS50 and Focal
1008Be speakers. Things weren’t working
to my liking, even after allowing my ears to
acclimate. Reviewing the Mundorf brochure
materials, I found Mundorf provides specific
instructions on placement, which involved
moving the MA30 speakers to within 24” of
the back-wall; 8.2’ apart; with 9.8’ between
my listening seat and the line of their front
baffle plane and; with tweeters just off axis
(i.e. pointed to the outside of my shoulders).
The result of this attention to placement
was a significantly improved soundstage
size and bass response. Lesson learned,
follow the directions with these speakers.
PERFORMANCE

I typically use my Nordost Heimdall 2 speaker
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cables but AuDIYo Inc. provided me with appreciation. I couldn’t help but notice the
Zavfino 1877Phono cables to experiment crispness of her breaths; stops and starts
with; their Prima-OCC speaker cables and of each of her syllable easily noticed, leaving
a Fina power cable. The Zavfino Fina power nothing for interpretation. The echo within
cable on my MOON by Simaudio 280D DAC the recording also jumped out, no doubt due
yielded greater dynamics and realism to my to the precision and clarity of the Mundorf
pleasant surprise. And, overall, the Zavfino AMT.
I moved to Tidal HiFi music streaming
1877Phono cables demonstrated greater
synergy with the MA30 speakers – fuller and through the MiND player on the 280D. “House
more musicality; hence, they stayed in for of the Rising Sun”, from the Sons of Anarchy
– Season 1-4 album has been one of my gothe balance of this review.
The Mundorf MA30 SG was adept at to tracks for evaluating bass performance.
exposing the immensity of a soundstage The opening vocals are sinister and ominous
(where present) within a recording. Chris – ever more so when an amplifier/speaker
Botti’s To Love Again album (CD), and the combination is up to the task. My Bryston
Paula Cole track, “My Only Love” is one such 4B3 amplifier has no problem coaxing
recording. Here the MA30 presented an the maximum bass performance from
extremely wide soundstage, reaching well speakers, so it was time to see the mettle
past the outer boundaries of the speakers of the Mundorf MA30 SG. The emotion
plus two feet, just beyond the side-walls came through albeit, in a less intense and
of my room. Along with a wide soundstage slighter manner then I’ve achieved with my
was front-to-back depth, beginning a couple reference bookshelf speakers. Vocal clarity
feet forward of the speakers and going just on the opening was impeccable, while the
beyond the back wall. Treble clarity was bass notes had significant articulation,
also a strength of the Mundorf speaker, no absent of bloat, vagueness or slur. The
doubt contributing to this staging. The compromise being in bass weight, as well
patina of the brushes on the cymbals, as as dimension. Adroit with speed, the MA30
well as the sweeping strokes across the was able to easily track percussion, while
snare drum were delicate, expressive and also conveying pinpoint accuracy, as evident
ultra clean. Paula Cole’s voice was tightly in the placement of the drum and cymbal
focused and intimately resolved, bringing strikes within my room.
Continuing with Tidal HiFi, I moved to
her intonations out to the forefront for my
www.novo.press
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again were resolute.
The Mundorf MA30 SilverGold speaker
brings excitement to the table, with its
ability to reveal minute details, lay out
expansive soundstages and deliver pinpoint
imaging. Its treble is pristine, extended,
airy and open; while delivering agile, tight
and articulate bass. Vocals, via the MA30
SG have strong presence and definition
with unsparing detail. The MA30 SG, given
its exacting nature, is best matched to
systems having strong musicality and
inherent warmth. With a high-end system
up front and quality recordings, it’s sure to
enliven listening sessions.

Sidebar: Zavfino 1877Phono Cables
The Prima-OCC 9 awg PC-OCC speaker
cable (2.5m /$370 US) is wonderfully
built and provides superb musicality.
Smooth, rich in harmonic color with full
bass and a wonderful black background
are among its strong suits. The Zavfino
1877Phono Fina 14awg PC-OCC 6N power
cable (1.5m $224 US) provides an impressively quiet background, with superb
natural detail and clarity, accompanied
by strong dynamics. Both these cables
punch above their weight and should
be considered against cables twice their
price and higher.
“Hey Now” from London Grammar’s, If You
Want album. Here, the opening vocals and
accompanying echo were room enveloping,
and the vocalist’s presence leaped out. I
took note of the height of the electric
guitar pluck, anchored firm in space above
and behind the speaker. Cranking it up,
the bass notes had substantial weight,
yet apparently quickly rolled off at around
50 Hz, as judged by my ear. I flipped to
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another favourite track on Tidal, Depeche
Mode’s “Welcome to My World” from their
Live In Berlin Soundtrack. Here I was totally
taken aback by the enveloping soundstage
and the utter lifelike clarity of the audience
applause. In fact, this was one of the most
convincing portrayals of the crowd’s energy
that I’ve heard in my listening room. As the
bass synth notes played, I took note of the
impressive grip the MA30 had, if only short
in conveying their cavernous nature. Vocals

Mundorf
www.mundorf.com
Distributed in Canada by Audiyo Inc.
www.audiyo.com
905-881-9555
Mundorf MA30 Custom Made Speaker
Kit SilverGold Series - Assembled
Price: $3,050 US (black gloss); $3,150 US
(white gloss)
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by Phil Gold

Focal
Utopia Headphones

S

omething extraordinary is going on here.
How can a French manufacturer that
introduced its first headphone (Spirit One)
in 2012 already be challenging for the title
of the world’s best dynamic headphone?
After all, companies like AKG, Sennheiser,
Beyer Dynamic and Sony have been perfecting their designs for decades. And I’m
talking about a product whose exceptional
sound is matched by its superb looks and
extreme comfort. The Focal Utopia sits at
the top of a range of seven models, and it
sells for $4,000 US.

DESIGN & FEATURES

The Focal Utopia name is familiar to many
audiophiles from the range of speakers
with proprietary inverted Beryllium dome
tweeters. Focal is using technology derived
from its speaker lines for the Utopia
headphone, exemplified by the use of an
exotic pure beryllium domed driver, this time
shaped like an M. Beryllium is an extremely
light and stiff metal, an ideal material from
www.novo.press

a performance viewpoint but extremely
difficult and even dangerous to manufacture
and outrageously expensive. I know of no
other headphones featuring pure beryllium
domes. With this driver, open at the front
and back, Focal has no need of a crossover
to shape the frequency response.
The driver is supported within a large
carbon fibre yoke, attached directly to a
broad adjustable leather headband allowing
earcup rotation. The comfort comes from
the excellent geometry of the design and the
selection of an unusually soft leather from
the English company Pittards. The design
is large so that the driver can be held well
away from and in front of the ear, a technique
pioneered by AKG in the K1000 model and
further refined by Sennheiser in their HD800
model.
For me, comfort is the number one
requirement in headphones. If they clamp my
ears (as many do) I simply won’t wear them.
If they are loose enough to shift position
readily, then I find myself continually

adjusting them and the image focus slides
around. But Focal have simply nailed it. They
fit like a glove, and they feel like a million
dollars. It’s not just me and my oddly shaped
head – my visitors have all tried and told me
the same thing. These are phones you can
wear for hours without issue, despite the
substantial weight.
I’m delighted to say that Focal has provided
a 4 metre cable – that’s very generous and
gives you much more freedom of position
than normal. The termination is the standard
quarter inch jack, so if you are after balanced
operation, you’ll need to buy an after-market
cable with Lemo bayonet connectors to the
phones. The supplied cable is flexible and
exhibited no microphonics (that rustling
sound you get with some headphone cables).
And the looks are just splendid, almost
Apple like in contour and finish. How did they
learn so much, so quickly?
PERFORMANCE

None of this matters if they don’t sound
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superb. First I put them up against an AKG
K710, a Sennheiser HD800 and the next
model down in the Focal range, the Elear.
Elear shares many of the design features
of Utopia, but instead of a Beryllium dome it
uses Aluminum-Magnesium, and substitutes
microfibre cushions for the leather on
the Utopia. I drove all the phones from a
Graham Slee Solo Ultralinear headphone
amp, connected through Nordost Valhalla
2 cables to the output of an EMM Labs
XDS1 Mk2 CD/SACD Player. The two Focal
models are a few dB more sensitive than the
HD800s so I carefully adjusted the volume
levels to provide a fair comparison. The
HD800s come with a mediocre stock cable,
which I replaced two years ago with truly
excellent Cardas Clear cables that I used
for this test. The HD800 with the Cardas
cables would cost close to $3,000, the Elear
$1,499 and the AKG K701 well under $1,000.
In this comparison, the Focal Utopia came
out swinging. As well as being more efficient
than the HD800, it is considerably fuller
in the midrange and stronger in the bass,
although not as controlled deep down. This is
a sound that works great for rock n’roll, jazz
even, but I preferred the precision and clarity
of the HD800 in classical music, where its
fine extended treble is unmatched. The Elear
is punchy like the Utopia but sounds more
exaggerated, less controlled and refined in
this setup. The AKG K701 is lively but like
the HD800, lacks grunt in the deep bass and
cannot match the level of detail of the other
models, nor the warmth of the two Focal
units.
With the help of Jack Woo of Woo Audio, I
was able to complete my listening tests by
comparing the performance of the Utopia on
a variety of amplification. Truth be told, the
Graham Slee Solo Ultralinear is a very fine
headamp, but it isn’t an ideal match for the
Utopia. I started by trying the WA8 Eclipse
portable tube headphone amp ($1,899 US),
but I didn’t find the improvement in bass
control I was looking for. It was still loose
and tended to overwhelm classical music.
But switching to the heavyweight WA5-LE
300B single-ended triode class A headphone
amp ($3,699 US) driven by a Sony HDD audio
player HAP-Z1ES was a completely different
story. Now the upper range had the clarity
and definition I crave, while the bass was
much tighter and the midrange full and
rich. So the story here is that these phones
are capable of extremely high performance,
limited only by the source and headphone
amp that feeds them. Using this Sony / Woo
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Audio setup, I compared the Utopia with two
other contenders for best headphone – the
Abyss Planar Magnetic AB-1266 ($4,495 US),
and the new Sony MDR-Z1R ($2,300 US). The
Abyss provided a reference level performance
but required a great deal of care in selecting
appropriate amplification – it is extremely
inefficient. To the Utopia’s credit, it stood up
to the comparison very well. The Abyss, like
the earlier AKG K1000, holds the earpieces
slightly away from the ear, providing a more
natural perspective, and I also felt the treble
to extend more effortlessly on the Abyss,
like an electrostatic. But the Utopia won on
lower end slam and presence. It was a close
call. The Sony was a spectacular performer,
lightweight and comfortable to wear, with
a detailed and dynamic sound. The imaging
was not as large and natural as the Focal or
especially the Abyss. It merited an extended
test, but my initial impressions pegged it as
a small step down from the Abyss and the
Utopia in terms of definition and balance. All
the same it’s attractively priced and easy to
drive.
The Abyss is quite extraordinary in
appearance and design, and capable of

extraordinary imaging and dynamic
performance, but also quite heavy at 620
grams and extremely inefficient at 85 db.
By contrast the Sony weighs 385 grams
and is 100 dB efficient. The Utopia is quite
efficient at 104dB and weighs a substantial
490 grams. The Sennheiser HD800 is 102
dB efficient and weighs a more modest 330
grams.
I was very impressed by the sound of the
Utopia, and I’ve never seen a headphone
more beautifully finished or comfortable to
wear. For the very best performance, you
can get a set of balanced cables for the
Utopia from Moon Audio or Nordost, and
drive it with the balanced headphone amp of
your choice.
Focal
www.focal.com
Distributed by Focal North America
(844) 362-2562
Focal Utopia Headphones
Price: $4,000 US
www.novo.press

ISOLATION FOR
SPEAKERS &
SUBWOOFERS
The most satisfactory

ent
improveﬁm
system
For your hi-

Product Design
GAIA isolation are precision machined
to provide a high degree of speaker
isolation. The IsoAcoustics patented
design resists lateral movement and
oscillation to maintain alignment with
the listening position and provide greater
clarity and focus. Internal reﬂections are
attenuated resulting in a sound stage
that blossoms open.

“

... the biggest improvement in sound
I have ever heard on the system. Better
than changing cables or electronics,
the noise ﬂoor was lower, the focus was
better, and the bass went deeper.
Harry Weisfeld, Foundateur,
VPI Industries

”

CAPACITY: 220LBS 100KG

CAPACITY: 120LBS 54KG

CAPACITY: 70LBS 32KG

…imaging is even more
“amazingly
precise. Truly
incredible!
”
Nick Squire, Ingénieur de Son en
chef, Boston Symphony Orchestra

isoacoustics.com — Distributed by Plurison.com

